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An a氏nely connected space denned by L. Berwald [1, 2] is also called a Berwald

space, which is defined as the Finsler space such that Berwald's connection coe氏cients

depend on position alone. If we obey the (コartan connection [3], such a space is also

the one in which Cartan's connection coefficients Tl*^ depend on position alone, and is
characterized by the well-known condition O^|/-0. V. Wagner [16] has generalized､
the notion of a Berwald space, and has called a Finsler space as a generalized Berwald

space if it is possible to introduce a generali諾ed Gartan connection, with torsion
●

(*jy*-*/y;-キ0), in such a way that the connection coe氏cients Ty^ depend on

position alone. And in a two-dimensional case he has shown that a Finsler space is

a generalized Berwald space if and only if ∂A/dd is a function of A, where A and 6

are the main scalar and the Landsberg angle respectively (Berwald [2] ). It would

seem that an aim of his study is to search the geometrical class to which the
●

two･dimensional Finsler space with the interesting metric ds-{aijk{x)dxidx^dxk)llz

belongs. In fact, for this metric it holds ∂A/d6--3A9-3/2, and so a generalized

Berwald space is thought to be an important叫odel of a Finsler space.

In his recent paper [6], M. Hashiguchi, one of the authors, has investigated in detail

various axioms imposed on a Finsler connection, to clarify a meaning of the generalized
●

C九rtan connection used by Wagner, and to characterize Wagner's generalized Berwald

spaces of general dimensions. For the purpose of these considerations, a generalized

Berwald space is defined in a broader占en苧e than Wagner's, while Wagner's generalized

Berwald space is called a Wagner space. The generalized (〕artan connection used by

Wagner is thought to be a semi-symmetric metrical connection without deflection,
which is called a Wagner connection. And it is shown that a Finsler space is a

Wagner space if and only if it is possible to introduce a Wagner connection satisfying

the condition C^^,/-0 formally similar to the one for a Berwald space.

The purpose of the presentpaper is to give examples of a Berwald space, a gen-
●

eralized Berwald space and a Wagner space (§3). Y. Ichijy5, the other author, has

given an effective method as shown in §2 to obtain such spaces, which comes from

the study [8] about Finsler spaces modeled on a Minhowshi space. Our examples rise

naturally from his theory by recalling the (a, β)-metric introduced by M.班atsumoto

[13].

On the other hand, the conditions that a Finsler space becomes a generalized

Berwald space in the broader sense have already been given in [6]. It was pointed

out by Y. IchijyS that one complicated condition (3.5) in [6] may be replaced by a

trivial condition (4.6) in the present paper. As additional remarks we shall provide

§4 to improve some results obtained in [6].

Throughout the pre3ent papsr we shall use the terminologies and notations

●

described in班. Matsumoto [12] and 班. Hashiguchi [6]. For convenience'sake we

shall devote §1 to sketching the materials necessary for our discussions二

The authors wish to express here their sincere gratitude to Prof. Dr. M.

胞tsumoto for the invaluable suggestions and encouragement.
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§1. Preliminaries,

1.1. Given a differentiable manifold M, we denote by L(M) and T(M) the

linear frame bundle and the tangent bundle respectively. The standard fibre V is

assumed that a base {ea} is fixed. The Finsler bundle F(M) is defined as the induced

bundle r-^L(M)-{(y, z)∈TIM)×L(M) ¥r(y)-7i{z)}, where t and tz are the projections

of T(M) and L(M) respectively.

Since a pomt ofF(M) is a pair of a tangent vector y and a linear frame z-(za) at a

point x of the base manifold M, a coordinate system (xf) in M induces a coordinate

system {x¥ y>, za%) in F(M) by y-yi(dl∂x*)x and za牢(a/∂x')x. As a coordinate
system in F(M) we shall use such a one in the following.

1.2. The Finsler connection of M is by the third definition of M. Matsumoto a

triad (TV, N9 rv) of a V-connection Fy in L(M), a non-linear connection N in T(M) and

a vertical connection rv in F(M).

If a甘insler connection is given, the h- and v-basic vectorメelds Bh{v) and Bv(v)

(V∈F) are defined in F(M). They are expressed by

(1.1)　　B¥v) - v*zak(dlc>xk-Nikdlyi-zb>Fjikbl∂V)
and

(1.2)　　Bv(v) - vzak (a/ay^-zjCfuhlW)
respectively, where v-v*ea, and Ffk9 N'k and C/k are called the coefficients of the
Finsler connection.

Let K be a Finsler tensor field. The h- and v-covariant derivatives of K are defined

by Bh(v)K and Bv(v)K respectively. If K is assumed, for instance, to be of type

(1,1),i.e.,

(1.3)　　K -ォW*Vォォ⑪eあ,

where (z′.一�")-(ォ.牛　and {eh} is the dual base of {ea}, their components are expressed

as follows:

(1.4)　　Z*M -ァ#*�"/∂xk+K桝,･F桝　-Z*桝Ft*

(1.5)　　K* I A - ∂K'jltf+K桝,･C桝�"*-#桝(7/ k>

where 8/∂ササ-a/∂xk-N桝ka/∂y桝.

1.3. Now. we shall treat Finsler spaces. Let L(x, y) be the fundamental

function, whose metric tensor field is defined by

(1.6)　　9a - a !(i2/2)/W-
As a famous Knsler connection of a Finsler space there exists the Cartan

Oonnection, which is uniquely determined by the following four axioms due to M.
●                                                                                                          ●

Matsumoto.

(Cl) The甘insler connection is metrical, i.e.,

(Clh) gm-0,　(Civ) gr.-y|*-0.

(C2) The deflection tensorメeld D vanishes identically, i.e.,
●

D¥ -yiFj¥-N>k -0, equivalent^ y¢　- 0.

●

(C3) The (h)h-torsion tensorメeld T vanishes identically, i.e.,

2¥-V-.FA-*Y,- - 0.
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(C4) The (v)v-torsion tensorメeld Sl vanishes identically, i.e.,

Sj¥ -Cj¥-Ckj-0.

1.4. To investigate Wagner's generalized Berwald spa°e, M. Hashiguchi [6]

has tried to replace the axioms (C2) and (C3) by some weaker conditions. To suit

our convenience we shall restate the definitions.

Definition 1. A Finsler connection satisfying the axioms (Cl) and (C4) is called

a generalized Cartan connection.

As shown in [6], given a Finsler (1, l)-tensor field D and a skew-symmetric Finsler

(l,2)-tensor field f in a Finsler space, there exists a unique generalized Cartan

connection with the given D and T as the respective deflection and (h)h-torsion tensor

fields. So, various generalized Cartan connections are introduced in a Finsler space.

The C/k is uniquely determined by the axioms (Glv) and (C4), and it follows

(1.7)　　Ch - 1/2 <ragjhl*r,

where (gih)-(gjh)-i. Thus, a Finsler connection with the above C/k is a

generalized Cartan connection if and only if gijn-O. Some treatments proceed

smoothly even if we use a generalized Cartan connection, because each covanant

differentiation commutes with the raising and lowering of indices, and the so-called
●   ●                                         ●

Cx-condition yiCj¥-O is satisfied. However, since the condition y*]k-0 is attractive,

a non-linear connection is ordinarily chosen such that the axiom (C2) is satis鮎d, i.e.,

N¥-fF/k.

On the other hand, as an axiom giv】ng a typical甘insler connection with torsion
●     ●                              ●

Tj¥, we know

(C3*) The Finsler connection is semi-symmetric, i.e.,

Tj*h - Fiih-Fhii - bji8k-^sj
●

for some covariant vector field sk.

Thus, for some covariant vector field sk we have a typical generalized Cartan

●

connection used by Wagner as follows.

′Definition 2. A Finsler connection satisfying the axioms (Cl), (C2), (C3*) and

(04) is called a Wagner connection.

1.5. A Finsler space is called a Berwald space if the coe鮎ients F/k-r*/k of

the Cartan connection depend on position alone. Corresponding to Definitions 1 and

2 we have the following generalizations of a Berwald space.
●

Definition 3. A Finsler space is called a generalized Berwald space if it is

possible to introduce a generalized Cartan connection in such a way that the

eoe鮎ients Fj¥ depend on position alone.

Definition 4. A Finsler space is Oailed a Wagner space if it is possible to

introduce a Wagner connection in such a way that the coe鮎ients Ffa depend on

position alone.

1.6. In the following it is usually assumed that a Finsler connection satisfies the
●

axiom (C2) and its coe鮎ients Fj¥ depend on position alone. With respect to such

a Finsler connection it is easily verified that the hTcovariant differentiation commutes
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withthepartialdifferentiationbythesupportingelementy.Hence,wehave

9ij¥k-a'{LLlk)l∂y*dy?from(1.6).Ontheotherhand,itholds2LL{k-gijlkyiyibecause

●ofL2i-gijyly],andsowehave

Proposition1.AssumedthataFmslerconnectionsatisfiestheaxiom(C2)and

itscoefficientsFfkdependonpositionalone.Then,gija-0ifandonlyifL]k-0.

ァ2.TheFinslerconnectionassociatedwithalinearconnection.

2.1.OnaFinslerspaceMwehaveespeciallyinterestedintheFinsler

connection(TV,N,pv)suchthatthecoe鮎ientsF/kdependonpositionalone,that

●is,thecorrespondingF-connection/>fallsintoalinearconnectioninthelinearframe

bundleL{M).Conversely,letalinearconnectionFbegiveninL(M).Denotingthe

●ooe鮎ientsbyjPA,aFinslerconnection*FofMisintroducedby

(2.1)F/k-r/k,N¥-fF/k,C/k-l/2g,ih∂gnltef-

WeshallcallthisconnectiontheF%nslerconnectionassociatedwiththelinearconnection

㍗.

2.2.WeshallfirstnoticeafeatureoftheA-covariantdifferentiationofatensor

K.～IfKisassumed,forinstance,tobeoftype(1,1),theA-covariantderivative

withrespecttothe*risexpressedby

(2.2)Kl,-szy∂xk+K舛jmk｣X-m*jk*

IfKljdependonpositionalone,hK*jf∂x*become∂K*jl∂xkanditholds

(2.3)&;サ-∇*s¥-
;>
where∇kdenotesthecovanantdifferentiationwithrespecttoF,i.e.,

(2.4)∇kPs-∂zyaxk+K桝iI'彬,-K*解rjmk.

Thuswe

Proposition2.Letalinearconnectionrbegiven.Foratensorfielddepending

onpositionalone,theh-covariantdifferentiationwithrespecttotheassociatedFinslercon-

nection*rcoincideswiththecovariantdifferentiationwithrespecttothegivenF.

2.3.Next,weshallexaminethevariousaxiomsstatedintheprevious

section.Theaxioms(Civ),(C2)and(C4)arealwayssatisfiedbythe*/ySinceF/k

dependonpositionalone,Proposition1tellsusthattheaxiom(Clh)issatisfiedifand

onlyifLlk-0.0ntheotherhand,itiseasilyseenthattheaxiom(C3)issatisfiedif

andonlyifrissymmetric,i.e.,F/k-rkf-j===O,andtheaxiom(C3*)issatisfiedifand

●●●●onlyifFissemi-symmetric,i.e.,Tj¢h-TV,--8/s,-8絢forsomecovanantvector

fieldsk(x).Thuswehave

Theorem1.LetalinearconnectionrbegiveninaFinslerspaceM.The

Finslerconnection*FassociatedwithFisageneralizedCartanconnectionofMがand

onlyifLik-0.

Inthiscase,ifthelinearconnectionTissymmetric(resp.semi-symmetric),the

Fmslerconnection*77istheCartanconnection(resp.aWagnerconnection)ofM.

2.4.SinceF/kdependonpositionalone,wehavefromTheorem1

Theorem2.LetalinearconnectionrbegiveninaFinslerspaceM.Ifit
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holds that L]k-0 with respect to the Finsler connection *r associated with JH, the Finsler

space M is a generalized Berwald space.

In this case, if the linear connection r is symmetric (resp. semi-symmetric), the

Finsler space M is a Berwald space (resp. a Wagner space).

奪3. Special (a, β)-metrics.

3,1. To obtain an example for the theorems stated in the previous section, we

shall treat the Finsler space with an (a, /3)-metric, which is defined as follows.

Definition 5. A Finsler space is called to be with an (α, β)-metric when the

fundamental function L-L(a, ft) is positively homogeneous of degree one in

α -= {aij(x)yly3)112 and β - &�"�"(%*,

where a is a Riemannian metric and hi is a non-zero covariant vector field.

Well-known examples are the Randers metric L-α+♂ [15] and the Kropina metric

L-α2/β [9, 101.

3.2. A Finsler space M with an (a, /5)-metric L(a, /?) has two metrics. The one

is the Finsler metric L(a, jS) itself, and the other is the Eiemannian metric a. A

linear connection F of M is called to be metrical if it is metrical with respect to the

latter, i.e.,

(3.1)　　∇勅- aQijl∂x"-a〝さjT^k-aわ仔T,mk - 0.

Now, let the vector field b{ be parallel with respect to a metrical linear connec-

tion 7¥ i.e.,
●

(3.2)　　∇h- ∂bi/∂z -bmri解-0.

With respect to the Finsler connection *jT associated with F, we have a,a-0, ^k-09
I

because it holds ^yu-∇kaij-0, &,-,｣-∇kbj-O from Proposition 2, and ^,^-0 from

(C2). Thus, we have Llh-(aL/∂α)α.*+(∂L/∂β)β.i-0, and from Theorems 1 and 2 we

obtain

Example 1. Let a Finsler space M be with an (a, βymetric L(α, β), ivhere β-biy¥

If the covariant vectorメeld hi is parallel with respect to som′e metrical linear connection T

of M, a generalized Cartan connection is introduced by

(3.3)　　F/^r/k, N^ -fF/k, CA - 1/Vih∂9jkl∂yk,
where Fj¥ denote the coefficients of J7, and the space M becomes a generalized Berwald

space.

3.3. Especially, if the metrical linear connection T is symmetric, that is, F is

the Biemannian connection, we obtain

Example 2. Let a Finsler space M be with an (α, β)-metric L(a, β), where β-

b{y¥ If the covariant vectorメeld hi is parallel with respect to the Riemannian connec-

Uon determined by the Riemannian metric a, the Cartan connection is given by
●

(3.4)　　*y* - {/*}, Nih -yiFiih, C/* - l/V*∂flWty*.
where {j¥} denote the Christoffel symbols formed with respect to a, and the space M is a

Berwald space.

It should be remarked that the Cartan connection in the above example is
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obtainedfromthegeometricalaxiomswithoutanyartificialtechniques.Ifwe

calculateF/kfromthefundamentalfunctionL(a,/?)directly,wemightbeatonce

lostinamaze.

3.4.WeshalllastlygiveexamplesforaWagnerspace.Wemayeasilyconclude●

thatthesemi-symmetriclinearconnectionF,withTj¥-F^j^/Sk-S^s;-,ismetrical●

ifandonlyifTa¥hasaform

(3.5).rjlk-{j'k}+ajkst-sjht,

where(al彬)-(at
'mlト1ands{-aims仇WithrespecttosuchalinearconnectionF,b{
isparallelifandonlyif

(3.6)bi,k-aufi桝S桝-sfik.

whereweusethecommatodenotethecovariantdifferentiationwithrespecttothe

Riemannianconnection,i.e..

(3.7)&M-abi/∂サ*-&�"{<解k).

Weshallcallacovariantvectorfieldb^x)satisfying(3.6)forsomes^x)tobesemi-

parallel.Ifasemi-parallel鮎Idhiisgiven,thelinearconnectionFdefinedby(3.5)

issemi-symmetricandmetrical,andb{becomesparallelwith,respecttor..Thuswe

obtain

Example3.LetaFinslerspaceMbewithan(α,β)-metricL(α,β),whereα-

(djjyy)1/2,β-biyi.Ifthecovariantvectorfieldb{issemi-parallelbysatisfying(3.6)

forsomesj(x),aWagnerconnectionofMisintroducedby

(3.8)Fh-眉目-arf-sfa',N'^y'Fh,Ch-.1/2ofih∂9ihlty>

andthespaceMbecomesaWagnerspace二

ruttingsf--入b(forsomescalarfield入(x)9(3.6)becomes

(3.9)bitk一入{aikbmb耕一bih),

whereb肋-atmbj,andwehaveanexampleofasemi-parallelfield.Inthiscase&,�"

hasaconstantlengthb-(aijbtb:!)1/2andtheunitvectorfieldui-bi/bsatisfies

(3.10)ui,k-p{aih-UiUk),

wherep-入6,andsosuchafieldb{isnothingbutthetorse-formingoneduetoK.

Yano[17],whichwasalsotreatedbyCM.Fulton[4]andM.Hashiguchi[5]to

characterizeRiemannianspacesofnegativeconstantcurvature.Thusweobtain

Example4.LetaFinslerspaceMbewithan(α,β)-metricL(α,β),whereα-

(aijyyy/2,♂-biy¥Ifthecovariantvectorメeldhiistorse-formingbysatisfying(3.9)

forsome入(x),aWagnergo仰′ectionisintroducedby

(3.ll)Fh-{/*}+A(anb'-bjh*),N¢k-yiF/k,C/A-w*∂gjkltof*

andthespaceMbecomesaWagnerspace.

3.5.The(a,β)-metricsoffergoodexamplesofaBerwaldspace,ageneralized

BerwaldspaceandaWagnerspace.ItisapairofaBiemannianmetricanda

covariantvector丘eld,andsoitmightcontributetotheuni丘edtreatmentsofa

Riemannianmetricαandacovariantvectorfieldbi(x)satisfyingsomeproperties

withrespecttoa.Therefore,weshoulddiscusstheconverseproblem,thatis,fora

Fmslerspacewithaspecial(a,/?)-metric,whatpropertiestheBenjoyswithrespect
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tothea.

AstotheRand､ersspacewithL-α+βitisknownbyM.Matsumoto[14]that

thespaceisaLandsbergspaceifandonlyifb{isparallelwithrespecttoa,andsuch

aspacebecomesaBerwaldspace.ALandsbergspace[11]meanshereaFinslerspace

satisfyingtheconditionGijk^yl-OwithrespecttotheCartanconnection,where

Cm-l/2∂gijfiy.SinceaBerwaldspaceischaracterizedbyCijk¥i-O,aLandsberg

spaceisalsoageneralizationofaBerwaldspace.Thus,theconverseofExample

2holdsinthecaseoftheBandersspace.

M.Hashiguchi,S.HojoandM.Matsumoto[7]givestheconditionsthatatwo-

dimensionalFinslerspacewithan(a,/?)-metricbecomesaLandsbergspace,and

findstheconcreteformofthefundamentalfunctionLforeachoftheLandsbergspaces

withtheBandersmetric,theKropinametricandthegeneralizedKropinametricL-●●

αm'1/βm(m幸0,-1).

§4.Additionalremarks.

4.1.ReturningtogeneralFinslerspaces,weshallgivesomeremarksforthe

conditionsfoundin[6]thataFinslerspacebecomesageneralizedBerwaldspace.

Ithasbeenamatterofregretthattheconditionscontaintheverytroublesome

tensorfieldAijkidennedby

(4.1)2-4i;jfei-{Tijk-Tjik+Tikj)¥i+{Tijm-Tjim+Tjmi)Ck桝l

+毎i(TM桝+Tikm+Tkmi)Cjmi},

whereTiih--gj桝Ti桝and毎ijt-..}denotes,forinstance,毎ij{Aij]-Aij-Aji.This

Atfkiis,however,easilyrewrittenintheform●
l(4.2)Zd-iju-g;m(∂TimkMト9im{∂ZVWト9km(∂TimiW)>

fromwhichwenoticethatAijki-Oisequivalentto∂T/kltyl-O,becauseAijki-Ois

representedby

(4.3)9i〝,(∂T.･桝klty)-9im(∂Tjm*W)+sU∂TjサiW),

whoseleft-andright-handmembersareskew-symmetricandsymmetricwith

respecttotheindicesiandkrespectively.Thus,itisbettertodefinetheA^xby

(4.2)andtorestatethefirsttheoremm[6]asfollows.

Theorem3.InageneralizedCartanconnectionthecoefficientsF/kdependon

positionaloneゲandonlyifitholdsthat

(4.4)CijkD*i-0,

(4.5)Giihxl-Ci4m¥kD
'ijk¥liimlkJ桝t,
and

(4.6)∂TN∂ォ'-0.

4.2.Thecondition(4.6)meansthatTAdependonpositionalone.From

Theorem3wehave

Theorem4.AFinslerspaceisageneralizedBerwaldspaceゲandonlyがitIS

possibletointroduceageneralizedCartanconnectionwithtorsionT/k(x)insuchaway

thatitsatisfiestheconditions(4.4)ana(4.5).
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Especially, a Finsler space is a generalized Berwald spaceゲit is possible to

introduce a generalized Cartan connection without deflection and with torsion Tj¥(x)

in such a way that it satisfies the condition

(4.7)　　　Cum - 0.

If we consider a Wagner connection as a typical generalized Cartan connection,
●

we have

Theorem 5. A Finsler space is a Wagner space if and onlyがit is possible to

introduce a Wagner connection with respect to Si(x) in such a way that it satisfies the

condition (4.7).

Kagoshima University and Tokushima University
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